One day sensitization training programme on PFMS for KVKs/SAUs and NGOs of Rajasthan and Haryana has been organised on 09.11.2017 at ICAR- Agricultural Technology Application Research Institute, Jodhpur.

Dr. S. K. Singh, Director, Agricultural Technology Application Research Institute, Jodhpur in his inaugural address highlighted concept, vision, mission, mandates of Krishi Vigyan Kendras. He also briefed on emphasis and methodology of KVKs in the changing scenario of development in general and agriculture in particular. Dr. Singh narrated about different schemes/programmes being executed and monitored by ICAR-ATARI, Jodhpur. He emphasized upon importance of PFMS at present scenario and briefed the development of KVKs since inception.

In the training programme Resource Persons from ICICI Bank provided hands on training on Expenditure, Advance and Transfer (EAT) modules including Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT), Creation of Vendors, Agency Wise Release, Sanction Status & State-Wise Reports, Sanction Template, Scheme Wise Expenditure, User and Agency Module, Forgot Password, User Manual, Plan Scheme Budgetary Details, etc. to nominated staff of KVKs/SAUs/NGOs and clarified doubts on spot.

A total of 48 participants from KVKs, SAUs, NGOs and ICAR-ATARI, Jodhpur attended the training programme.
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